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LONG T
TERM TRE
ENDS IN TH
HE WORLD
D OF WORK:
EFFECTS ON INE
EQUALITIE
ES AND MID
DDLE-INCOME GROUPS

Internatiional debate has recently
y focused onn increased inequalities and on the adverse effe
fects they
may havve on both social and economic deveelopments (ffor example, as demonstr
trated by botth OECD
and IMF
F reports oveer the coursee of 2015). A
At the same time incomee inequality is at its high
hest level
for the ppast half centtury.
The aim
m of this confference is to address the question of income ineq
quality from two differen
nt angles:
first, ideentifying whhat elements and trends in the worlld of work may
m have coontributed to
o income
inequalitty; second, tackling
t
ineq
qualities from
m the perspective of diffferent incom
me groups – and not
only from
m the two exxtremes, the top and the bbottom – butt in particulaar from the peerspective off middleincome ggroups or whhat we generrally categoriize as the ‘m
middle-class’.
To prepaare this confference the IL
LO together with the EC
C put in placee and coordinnated a group
p of high
level naational experrts to carry out
o research (collecting statistics and carrying oout case stud
dies) and
provide evidence onn the general trends withh regard to in
nequalities an
nd middle-inncome group
ps and on
their inteer-relationshhip with the world
w
of worrk.
The connference voluume comprises 13 counntry-specific chapters and an introduuctory chapter which
gives a ccomparative overview. It explores suuch question
ns as: Are in
ncreasing inccome inequallities and
increaseed polarizatiion leading also to thhe erosion of
o the midd
dle class? W
What are the main
transform
mations in thhe world of work
w
over thhe past 20 yeears that may
y have affectted the midd
dle class?
How haas the middlle class been
n affected byy the financcial and economic crisiss? And what are the
driving forces in the
t
world of
o work that
at may conttribute limitiing and eveen reducing
g income
inequalitties in the fuuture?
Main reesults: the grrowth and erosion
e
of th
he middle cla
ass
First, thhe middle class in most European ccountries exp
perienced a rapid increaase in the 19
980s and
1990s. Labour markket participattion has incrreased over time
t
and reprresents an im
mportant facttor in the
on among woomen since the 1980s
middle cclass increase. In particullar, higher laabour markett participatio
and 1990s has totallyy changed th
he number off working adu
ults in houseeholds and thhus has also increased
i
the probbability of beelonging to the
t middle cclass. For insstance in Spain, the fem
male participaation rate
grew froom 29 per ceent in 1986 to 53 per ceent in 2014 alongside
a
fairly regular ggrowth. A nu
umber of
national reports conffirm that the developmennt of a dual household
h
mo
odel helped tto increase th
he size of
the midddle class, as in
i the Netherrlands, Portuugal, Spain, Sweden
S
and many
m
others .
A rapid expansion of
o jobs in thee public secttor in the lasst two decad
des in Europpe also contributed to
significaant job grow
wth in the middle cla ss. The pub
blic sector hosts manyy of the pro
ofessions
traditionnally associaated with th
he middle cllass – school teachers, doctors andd civil serv
vants, for
examplee.
At the ssame time, the
t past deccade seems tto have brou
ught some erosion
e
of thhe middle cllass. The
expansioon of the nuumber of middle-incomee householdss below med
dian income levels is rep
ported in
most couuntries. The changing sttructure of joobs and occu
upations and additional ffactors broug
ght about
by the rrecent financcial and econ
nomic crisiss, such as fu
urther increasses in unem
mployment, especially
e
among young peopple, further real wage m
moderation or decline, the reformss of social dialogue

institutions, and cuts in both employment and wages in the public sector all seem to contribute to the
erosion of the middle class in Europe. Involuntary part-time work in almost all professions and in both
the public and the private sectors also increased significantly since the crisis. As described in a
number of national chapters, a sort of vicious circle has developed: the crisis has weakened the middle
class, which in turn has reduced aggregate demand, thereby deepening and prolonging the downturn.
Some occupations that traditionally represented the middle class such as teachers may not
systematically belong to the middle income groups anymore. The number of temporary contracts in
the public sector has increased rapidly throughout Europe. Employment security is thus no longer the
norm in the public sector that does not seem to represent a lever for employment growth for the
middle class as witnessed in the past.
Women have been particularly affected by this process. The public sector is not only a major source
of employment for women but also provides many jobs for highly qualified women, and the above
processes therefore directly affect the dual household model and the growth of the middle class.
Lower supply and sometimes lower quality of public services is also affecting the middle class
traditionally in demand for such services, especially women who wish to continue their participation
in the labour market.
Different chapters in the conference volume show how very high youth unemployment rates could
result in a lower probability of being part of the middle class in the future, and would thus lead to a
form of intergenerational gap. By contrast, lower youth unemployment rates as in Belgium or
Germany could help younger generations to achieve or maintain middle class status.
The situation of older workers also has an impact. Employment rates for older workers (55–64 years)
have increased during the past decade. The postponement of exit at the end of job career entails a
lengthening of working life and provides a means of sustaining middle class status.
The link between polarization and the middle class
The findings of the group of experts make a direct linkage between increased income inequalities and
the erosion of middle income groups, and confirm the need to tackle inequalities also by looking at
what is happening to the ‘middle class’. The figure below shows a direct correlation (as shown by the
red line and by a R-Squared or coefficient of determination of 0.71 for 2011) between the level of
income inequalities and the size of the core middle class. The conference volume also finds a direct
correlation between the trends of these two indicators overtime. On this basis, we can predict that the
increase in inequalities documented recently by several international organizations (OECD, IMF,
ILO, EC) must have been accompanied by an erosion of the middle class.
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Another relationship emerges from the data, one between the decline in the middle class and its
original size.1 The size of the core middle class in Europe varies considerably from country to
country, from 23 per cent in Latvia to 40 per cent in Denmark (2011). The map of the EU shows a
more substantial middle class in the Nordic countries – Denmark, Sweden – and a smaller middle
class in both the south (Greece, Spain) and in central and eastern Europe (Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia).
Size of income classes based on net household income, selected EU countries, 2011
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Policies and institutions can make a difference
Considering the importance of participation in the labour market, all measures that contribute to
increasing such participation tend to have a direct impact on the stability and even growth of middleincome groups. For instance the use of vocational training and short-time working schemes in a
number of EU countries during the recent crisis contributed to limiting unemployment and helped
younger generations to maintain some basis to achieving middle class status.
Similarly the long term trend of jobs polarization reported in this conference calls for an ambitious
programme of upgrading to ensure employees will acquire the necessary new skills to match those
required on the labour market, Sweden and Germany providing interesting developments in this
direction.
Industrial relations as a process for influencing the world of work and thus inequalities were found to
play a particular role. Even if industrial relations systems are very different between, for instance,
Belgium, France, and the Netherlands, its resilience in those three countries seems to have represented
one major reason for relatively lower inequalities and a greater stability of the middle class.
Conversely, the weakening of a number of mechanisms of social dialogue since the crisis began
seems to have had a direct impact on the world of work with significant effects on inequalities and the
middle class. Long-term transformations in industrial relations and labour markets can also explain
the growth of the low pay segment and the erosion of the middle class. In this context, minimum wage
policies contribute to lifting the income position of those at the bottom of the wage scale and facilitate
their households’ progression towards the middle group categories.
Mechanisms of wage fixing and wage bargaining were also found to play some role. While the
removal of the wage indexation mechanism in Italy in the early 1990s was accompanied by an
immediate increase in inequalities, the survival of the indexation system in Belgium seems to have
1

Within entire distribution, we capture the middle class size through three middle‐income groups: lower middle (below 60
to 80% of median income), core middle (80 to 120%) and upper middle (120 to 200%), complemented by the two other
extremes, namely the lower income group (below 60%) and the upper income group (above 200%).

contributed to limiting inequalities and to stabilizing the middle class. Extension mechanisms and
coordinated collective bargaining in a number of countries also contributed to more coherence along
the income scale and less inequalities between the two extremes. This should induce policy makers to
think more about these mechanisms that may have been put on hold in the recent years. More
generally social partners in collective bargaining talks at both national and EU level can help to
ensure a fair and efficient redistribution of productivity at national, sectoral or enterprise levels.
The public sector should be seen from the double perspective of a major source of employment and
income and of matching users’ needs in terms of public services, both important aspects for various
income groups including the middle class. We have seen how child care facilities have facilitated
women’s participation and the growth of the dual earners’ model. The provision of care services for
the elderly is also an important source of employment to match the needs of an ageing population
while providing work to a considerable number of workers, especially women.
Other institutions and policies beyond the world of work contribute greatly to the outcomes in terms
of inequality and the middle class. An effective tax policy is essential to avoiding an increase in both
income extremes and to reducing inequalities, while at the same time augmenting the number of
people belonging to middle-income groups. The various chapters in this volume also highlight the
importance of education for moving people into middle or upper income groups, even if higher
education does not seem to represent a sufficient asset anymore for middle-income groups to avoid
employment and income insecurity. Public services also affect income groups from both employee
and user perspectives, and must be integrated into this equation.
The erosion of the middle class is worrying – especially when it seems to hurt young people most of
all, thus leading to an intergenerational gap – and calls for policy initiatives. Increased inequalities
and the progressive erosion of the middle class therefore require policy action specifically aimed at
arresting this trend. This volume highlights policy programmes such as those mentioned above that
could help to reduce inequalities and strengthen the middle class. Such initiatives could be launched
in the world of work as well as in related areas, such as taxation, education and social protection. This
calls for a new and comprehensive policy agenda extended to different and complementary fields
aimed specifically at the middle class as a target group and leading to both sustained economic growth
and improved living standards.

